Flooring Bid Sheet

Scope

A. Refer to site-specific plan provided by Green Country Habitat for Humanity (GCHFH) for general and supplementary site conditions.
B. Contractor to provide all labor, operations, and equipment necessary to complete this work.

Products

- GCHFH shall provide all LVT, transitions, tile, thin-set mortar, grout, and adhesives to complete project.
- Contractor to provide all labor and tools to install LVT and tile in project.

Installation

- Examine all areas where floor will be installed to make sure the condition is satisfactory for installation.
- Verify the LVT has been acclimated to manufacturer’s recommendations.
- If necessary use GCHFH supplied floor leveler to get the best results of quality workmanship.
- Install LVT to manufacturer’s specifications.
- Install Tile to manufacturer’s specifications.
- Workmanship shall be the best according to accepted practices performed by skilled craftsmen.

Clean-Up – contractor must keep a clean, safe worksite and take care to protect all surfaces and finishes from damages during installation.

Please provide labor and equipment bid based on per square foot of installation area.

Please reference which site you are bidding, include references, licenses and certifications. For more, including insurance requirements and accounts payable schedule, visit greencountryhabitat.org/bids.